
communicators, and ultimately lead more fulfilling and healthier lives.
 

We believe that by disrupting a culture of isolation and distrust, we can
restore opportunities for authentic connection with one another and

remedy the tendency toward disconnection that can, in the end,
undermine the health and success of any person, team or organization.

We believe in the power of personal connection and that empathy,
compassion, and trust can lead to positive and powerful results. We

believe in empowering people to become more mindful and socially
and emotionally intelligent so that everyone experiences self-worth,

connection, love, and belonging. Whether you are looking for
engagement for youth or adults, small or large groups, we can find a

service that fits your needs

JOURNEYMAN
INK

ABOUT US

Journeyman Ink is a team of
artists, athletes and activators

united and committed to
strengthening social and

emotional intelligence and
creating safe spaces for

authentic connections. We
exemplify and invigorate

compassion, empathy, trust and
engagement within schools,

communities and organizations
by facilitating interactive

multiple intelligence
experiences that support and

equip people to build stronger
relationships, become better

. 
 

JOURNEYMAN INK EMOTIONAL LITERACY



OUR SERVICES

Event Production

Ideation and event visioning
Contractor management
Emcee/hosting 
A variety of performance artists
including spoken word, vocalists,
instrumentalists, and motivational
speakers.  

We’ve partnered with organizations like
Dallas ISD and the City of Dallas in order to
enhance and deepen the personal, social,
and community impact of a number of
different events. By intentionally leveraging
our extensive network of artists, educators,
and performers we can create the
atmosphere and energy that any client is
looking for. Our event production services
include:

JOURNEYMAN INK EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE

Conference
Support/Enhancement 

Moments of interaction and connection
between participants
Opportunities for sense-making and
synthesis
Smooth transitions between scheduled
speakers/guests
Structured moments of reflection

No matter the subject material or focal
point, conferences happen for one reason:
to connect people over a common interest.
Let Journeyman Ink help enhance your
participant’s experience by providing:

Performance/School
Assembly/Professional
Development (Basic)  

Activation of joy through interactive
experiences
Invitation to depth through storytelling,
writing, and personal expression
Offerings of reflection through
structured conversation and
opportunities to share

Our interactive assemblies inspire and
empower individuals to find their voice,
speak their truth and share their light while
developing the social and emotional
learning skills necessary for healthy
relationships in any environment. These 60-
90 minute experiences include

Performance/School
Assembly/Professional
Development (Enhanced)

Live painters
Live scribes
Professional Percussionists
Professional spoken word
artists/Vocalists

Over 15 years of experience at the point of
connection between emotional literacy and
art has gifted us with a number of
incredibly talented colleagues. Let us
enhance your live experience by bringing
people like:

Keynote 

Sometimes an event or a conference needs
a central focal point. With over 15 years of
experience in the fields of emotional
literacy, intergenerational facilitation,
spoken word, SEL, and mental health we
would be happy to work with you to create
a suitable centerpiece performance for your
event that lasts between 45 and 60
minutes.  

Retreat

Whether for a board, executive leadership
team, or a whole organization, we
understand the value of stepping back from
the work, taking a breath, and connecting
with colleagues and partners. We would be
glad to design spaces for authentic
connection, and facilitate open and honest
dialogue as well as support personal and
professional rejuvenation. 


